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A B S T R A C T

Current stereolithography (SL) technology can print layer-based three-dimensional (3D) objects with high
precision and fast speed. However, for a constrained surface based top-down or bottom-up SL process, it will be
very difficult to separate the building layers from the constrained glass due to the near vacuum environment
between the built layer and the constrained glass. The separation force will significantly increase when the
contact area increases. Current existing methods to address this problem include tilting the vat, sliding the vat,
and adopting the oxygen permeable membrane. However, the construction complexity and cost of the building
systems will increase significantly with the increase of the maximum area that the system can build using the
existing methods. In this paper, a novel separation method for the SL process utilizing a vibration-assisted glass is
presented. A pair of general loudspeakers were used to provide a low frequency vibration for the constrained
glass used in the SL process. Two force sensors are used to measure the separation force in real time. Controlled
experiments have been implemented and the corresponding data was collected and analyzed. The analyzed
results have demonstrated that the proposed method can significantly reduce the separation force for the SL
process. Two test cases are presented to show the effectiveness of the presented vibration-assisted SL process.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as 3D printing, or rapid
prototyping/manufacturing, refers to process used to make a three-di-
mension object in a layer-by-layer manner [1]. The shape of each layer
can be dynamically controlled by a computer-aided design (CAD)
system. The advantages of AM, compared with traditional subtractive
manufacturing technologies, include reducing material waste, simpli-
fying manufacturing process and are not limited by geometrical com-
plexity [2,3].

As the first commercialized AM technology, SL process is one of the
most popular AM technologies. In SL process, the liquid photosensitive
polymer is solidified by a pattern controllable irradiation light source
such as a digital light processing (DLP) projector or a laser beam [4–6].
Compared to other polymer AM techniques such as extrusion or jetting
processes, SL produces parts with the higher accuracy, the best surface
quality and faster building speed [7–13]. Basically, there are two kinds
of SLA processes based on different resin filling mechanisms: free sur-
face method and constrained surface method [8]. For free surface
method, the polymer is directly exposed to irradiation light and soli-
dified. As for the constrained surface method, the top-down or bottom-
up method is used to build a part. The photosensitive polymer is always
sandwiched between the building surface and the constrained surface.

Contrast to the free surface method, the platform needs to move up and
down to let polymer refill into the gap between the building surface and
the constrained surface.

Compared to the free surface method, the constrained surface pro-
cess has several advantages, such as higher vertical dimensional accu-
racy, higher material filling rate, and faster building speed, etc. More
importantly, by controlling moving distance of platform, part with
thinner layer can be achieved. However, there are still many problems
existing for this constrained surface method. It is very difficult to se-
parate the newly cured layer from the constrained surface. This diffi-
culty results from an adhesive bonding that is developed between the
newly cured layer and the constrained surface. Thus, a separation force
is needed to separate the built part from the constrained surface. Such a
separation force will significantly affect the printing speed, reliability of
printing process, printable size and life cycle of the constrained surface
[14–16].

1.1. Challenges faced in separation based SL process

The existing separation problem in constrained surface SL process
has blocked the development of 3D printing in a large scale of building
area.

To solve this problem, many attempts have been made [17,18]. The
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most common way to address this problem is making a non-sticky and
air-permeable coating on constrained surface such as using Teflon films
or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [19]. However, the force required to
separate the cured layer from the PDMS-coated constrained surface is
still considerably large. EnvisionTEC Inc. developed another approach
based on a peeling mechanism, aiming to reduce the separation force as
the force required for peeling is much less than pulling. To facilitate the
peeling process, a tilting motion system was adopted by lifting or
lowering one side of the platform slowly while pivoting it about the
other side. However, this mechanism performs poorly for a part with
large cross-section area as the designed tilting angle is coupled with the
maximum building area the process can deal with. Furthermore, the
additional tilting motion increases the fabrication time resulting in re-
duction of the productivity. Another mechanism was developed based
on the peeling approach using a two-channel system [7]. This method is
aimed at changing the pull-up force into shear force. During the hor-
izontal translation, the built part gets separated from the resin vat, fa-
cilitating convenient vertical motion of the platform by a pulling-up
action. However, the disadvantage of this two-channel approach is that
the area of the vat should always be designed at least double size of the
maximum building area resulting in increased construction complexity
as the building area increases.

An unprecedented method based on the continuous liquid interface
production process was proposed [20]. In this method, a highly air
permeable coating was used to increase the oxygen concentration
below the constrained surface. Despite its advancement, it is still a
significant challenge when it comes to a part with a large contact sur-
face area because the separation force will be extremely large even
though the separation force is inversely proportional to the thickness of
the dead zone.

Although various methods have been proposed based on the surface
treatment or the intelligent design of motions for the building vat, the
barrier has never been completely solved.

1.2. Contributions

To address the limitations in constrained surface SL process, we
present a novel approach aiming to utilize the vibration in a low fre-
quency to separate the newly cured surface from the constrained sur-
face with a minimum incremental construction complexity as the
building area increases. Our approach is a constrained surface SL pro-
cess based on a top-down projection system. An experimental prototype
is presented in Section 2. Experimental comparisons have verified the
effectiveness of the proposed approach in significantly reducing the
separation force. Consequently, the developed vibration-assisted SL
process is promising to fabricate parts with a large cross-sectional area.

2. Design of the vibration-assisted system

In this research, a top-down mask-image-projection based stereo-
lithography (MIP-SL) process is applied to build desired parts. However,
unlike the traditional top-down SL process in which the top resin sur-
face is constrained by a fixed transparent glass, a Teflon-coated trans-
parent glass is mounted on two aluminum bars which can vibrate along
with the vibration of the membrane in the paper cone of the loud-
speaker (MB42X, Micca Inc.). Instead of using a direct-pull method to
separate the built surface and the glass after certain exposure time, we
enable the vibration of the glass to break the vacuum environment
between the built surface and the glass, which can facilitate the surface
separation.

2.1. Experimental hardware system

A prototype system has been built to study the effect of the vibration
to reduce the separation force. The hardware setup of the vibration-
assisted SL system is shown in Fig. 1. In the designed system, an

ultraviolet(UV) light projector is used. The wavelength of the light
source is 405 nm. The power consuming of the light source is ∼7W.
The projection resolution of the projector is 1280× 800. The material
we used in our experiments is Makerjuice G+. As shown in the Fig. 1,
two ends of the glass are mounted on two aluminum frames, respec-
tively. The other end of the aluminum frames is mounted on the paper
cone of the loudspeaker. The paper cone of the loudspeaker can deform
within a certain degree. When there is a certain electrical signal
transmitted into the speaker, it will cause the paper cone to vibrate and
finally transmit the vibration to the glass window mounted on the
aluminum frames. Different frequencies of the signal will cause various
amplitudes of the vibration due to resonance. In our experiments, we
used a sine wave as the input signal and the most effective frequency we
have tested in our experiments is 60 Hz with a 50% of the maximum
volume. An artificial boundary wall was added to prevent resin filling
into the top surface of the glass window as shown in Fig. 1.

Two pressure sensors were fixed on the top flat surface of the
loudspeakers as shown in Fig. 1. Right above the pressure sensors there
are two vertical aluminum bars mounted on the aluminum frames
which can vibrate along with the vibration of the paper cone of the
loudspeaker. Two fixtures were mounted in the bottom end of the
vertical aluminum bars. A steel spring was used to connect a round flat
pad and the fixture mounted on the vertical aluminum bar. The purpose
of using a steel spring here is to store energy when there is a vibration
caused by the paper cone of the loudspeaker and the spring will be
compressed or released at that moment. But it will not influence the
maximum value of the pressure force applied on the pressure sensor
from the round flat pad above. It can also filter out the noise data
caused by the vibration as the similar concept we learned from the
design of the capacitor in the electrical circuit.

As shown in Fig. 2, the top building layer of liquid resin will be
solidified after certain exposure time of a mask image. Thus, a vacuum
environment is formed between the top surface of the building part and
the bottom surface of the constrained glass. If we try to move down the
building platform to separate the building surface and the glass, the
separation force will be extremely big when a large area of the resin is
solidified. Let fseparation denotes the separation force as shown in Fig. 2.
Due to the deformation of the paper cone of the loudspeaker, the
constrained glass will be pulled down a certain distance until which
moment the vacuum environment breaks and the top building surface
detaches from the constrained glass. It will also cause a downward
displacement of the vertical aluminum bar during this period as shown
in Fig. 2. The paper cone here at this moment can be treated as a hinge
for simplification. Meanwhile, the spring mounted in the bottom end of
the vertical aluminum bar will be gradually compressed and it will
cause an increasing pressure force applied on the pressure force sensor
below. As shown in Fig. 2, let fL Lift denotes the vertical lift force the
aluminum bar A applies on the glass. Likewise, fR Lift denotes the ver-
tical lift force the aluminum bar B applies on the glass. Let fL Push and
fR Push denote the horizontal force the aluminum bar A and B applied on
the glass, respectively. From the force balancing, we will have the
following equations,

= +
+ =

f f f
f f

| | | | | |
0

separation L Lift R Lift

L Push R Push (1)

2.2. Calibration for the pressure force sensor

Fig. 3 shows the electrical schematics of the application of the
pressure sensor (Pololu Inc., Las Vegas) we used in our experiments. The
chosen pressure sensor is a force-sensitive resistor. The resistance will
change along with the change of the pressure force applied on the
sensor.

As shown in Fig. 3, the analog/digital converter in the micro-
controller is using a 10-bits register which means the raw data obtained
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